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I am thrilled to welcome our students and staff
back to school. We hope that you were able to
relax and make special memories with your
friends and families during the summer
vacation. Now it is time to look forward to
wonderful new school year.

We recognize that students may be feeling
anxious with the start of a new school year
and we will continue to place a strong
emphasis on social emotional learning while
focusing on building classroom community.
We are aware that we will need to address
unfinished learning by using an acceleration
model to fill in gaps in knowledge. Instruction
will be focused on specialized skills and
content needed to learn grade level materials
while providing the appropriate tools needed
to grasp concepts.

TIPS is such a special place to learn and grow. We
are proud of our beautiful school and have high
expectations for each and every student. Our
students are kind, compassionate, and resilient.
Together with our dedicated staff, we strive to make
connections with students to help them feel valued,
accepted, and safe. We aim for “Forward Thinking,
Fostering Passions, Developing Responsible
Citizens, and Preparing for Tomorrow’s
Opportunities” and will continue to guide our
mission to provide a rigorous and joyful inclusive
school environment. Our overarching goal is to
encourage active student engagement to foster a
lifetime love for learning.

WELCOME TO THE NEW SCHOOL YEAR
2022-23 

WISHING  YOU  ALL  A 
 WONDERFUL  LEARNING  YEAR!

MS RUCHIKA SHARMA
 

CORPORATE  PYP  COORDINATOR



LEARNING
CURVE

"Be impeccable with your word".
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As the quote says, the essential agreement sets a
tone for collaboration and teamwork. It creates
an awareness on the shared norms and the
expectations between a teacher, learner and the
learning community.

Our students of Grade 3 blew up endless
agreements for a fresh start of the new academic
year. They grouped up in teams, decided and
compiled their own agreement list and took an
oath that they would adhere to it the entire
academic year.

Library – Opens door of knowledge for innovative
lifelong learners. It is a resource room filled with
knowledge, and this environment induces cognitive 
 learning among the learners. It created wonderful
ambiance among many experts, scholars and most
leaders.

Our Librarian briefed on different books, importance
of reading and how to utilize the resources in library
to our young learners of Grade 3. He also shared on
the significance of this world of information and
imagination in their self improvement on the basis of
reading, learning, discovering and exploring new
things.

“Stay curious, keep learning and keep growing. And always strive to be
more interested than interesting.”
— Jane Fonda



PARENT CHRONICLES
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We have two children studying at TIPS - one in
first grade and another in third grade — and we
could not be more thankful for this very special
place. This is more than a school — it is a family
of students, teachers, staff & parents who truly
care. We feel strongly that everyone here is fully
invested in the whole of our children — not just
academically, but the whole of each child and
the growth of their character, their faith, the way
they treat others & themselves first and foremost.
We have seen tremendous development & growth
in all of these areas from our children and we
are so thankful for this very special place.

We are more than happy to have our children
under the qualified teacher along with
educational programs you have. The teachers
are so helpful, full of support and
encouragement, they also bring the confidence in
the class. Additionally, the class sizes are
managed, which fosters favourable student
teacher ratio. 

Our children are in a very good environment that
always keeps them motivated to come to school
and achieve their best. Thank you very much for
your leadership and I trust TIPS will more get
recognized as one of the best education
providers in India.

Divya & Prabakaran
Parents of Shashruth, Grade 3  & 
 Shamruth, Grade 1

The best inheritance a parent can give his children is a few minutes
of his time each day.



UNLOCKING MINDS

ANSWERS

Questions are creative
acts of intelligence. -
Francis Kingdon Ward
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1.When was the first Earth day observed ?

2. The study of weather is called _______.

3. Which country is popularly known as the

‘Land of Windmills’?

4. Which instrument is used to detect

earthquakes?

5. What does UNEP stand for ?

6. Name India’s first national park.

7. World water day is observed on

_______.

8. How long does a Styrofoam cup take to

decompose?

1. 22 nd April, 1970

2. Meteorology

3. The Netherlands

4. Seismograph

5. United Nations Environmental

Programme

6. Hailey National Park now known as

Jim Corbett National Park

7. 22 nd March

8. Around 500 years

The Only Source of Knowledge Is Experience”: Albert Einstein



HEALTH & BEYOND
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Yoga is the discipline of science which deals
with meditating physically, spiritually and
mentally and it should be practiced on a
regular basis. It had originated during
ancient period in India which is now
practiced in most parts of the world.

It has now been gradually rooted in many
schools and colleges to encourage students
for the same.

Yoga is not just for adults, in fact, it can give
children very important life skills that can
help them succeed in the world.

International Yoga Day is celebrated on June
21 every year. The world celebrated the 8th
International Yoga Day this year. We at
TIPS, celebrated Yoga Day in a grand
manner by encouraging children to do Yoga
exercises. Teaching yoga to kids and using
yoga in the classroom can have a positive
impact on children’s well-being:

Yoga helps children manage their
anxiety.
Yoga improves children’s emotional
regulation.
Yoga boosts children’s self-esteem.
Yoga increases children’s body

awareness and   mindfulness.
Yoga enhances children’s concentration
and memory.
Yoga develops children’s strength and
flexibility.
Yoga teaches discipline and reduces
impulsivity.

Hence, children are encouraged to practice yoga in
daily basis as a part of their routine.

When you find peace within yourself, you become the kind of person who can live at
peace with others.” ~ Peace Pilgrim



BUDDING INFLUENCER
“Little hands can make a Big difference”
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Young responsible TIPSIANS are always in a
journey to nurture the world with love, Creativity
and Sustainability. Our little motivators proved to be
socially responsible citizens through the Ecowam
projects towards sustainable developmental goals.

We are proud to announce that The Indian
Public School , Coimbatore has received
Green Flag Award 2021-24 , from Eco
School India Programme under the Centre
for Environment Education (CEE).

CEE was established in 1984 as a Centre of
Excellence by the Ministry of Environment
and Forests, Government of India. As a
national institution, CEE’s mandate is to
promote environmental awareness
nationwide. CEE develops innovative
programmes and educational material and
builds capacity in the field of
Education for Sustainable Development
(ESD).

TIPS PYP Children from Grade 1 to 5 are
part of an Eco- Committee and worked on a
year-long project on five themes- Water ,
Energy, Biodiversity, Healthy Living, Waste
management. It was a community project
where parents, grandparents and children
participated.

“A picture is a reflection of the dreams, vision, missions and goals hidden
within. Look beyond what you see.”



POT POURRI

"If you have a garden
and a library, you have
everything you need"
- Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Few children eagerly selected books
from the library and few were interested
in reading E-Books under librarian’s
assistance. Finally children reviewed the
stories and shared ample information
about natural resources (connected with
inquiry) to their peers. To extend their
reading children borrowed books to
home with enthusiasm.

We are extremely proud of how resilient
and positive our children have been
throughout the unprecedented period of
lock down. Our children were excited to
be back and embraced every stage with
an impressive attitude. As we all know,
the library is the heart of the school. It’s
prime objective is to inculcate the
reading habits among the students.
Library not only helps the students to be
an avid readers but also equips them to
be lifelong learner. Our grade 2
children visited the library to know
about the importance and functioning of
library.

“There is no friend as loyal as a book.”
― Ernest Hemingway



CANDID MEMORIES
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“Memories are timeless treasures of the heart.”



CANDID MEMORIES
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“Great moment, an unforgettable memory.” – Lailah Gifty Akita



REACH  US 
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www.tipskovai.com

https://www.facebook.com/TIPScoimbatore/?__tn__=-UC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWp467OMpzF7l9c0juOmCVA/featured
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://tipskovai.com/

